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Across

1 Labyrinth concealing 
nothing to trick no-good 
revolutionary leader (3,6)

6 Revolutionary leader 
may replenish absinthe 
when external groups leave 
(5)

9 Revolutionary leader a 
pig in '54? Just the 
opposite! (7)

10 Comments about 
someone said to inspire 
revolutionary leader? (7)

11 Throw essentially 
throws revolutionary 
leader (6)

12 Strange to see 
Australian operatic heroine 
in the British Library (8)

13 Second copy found 
around recess (4)

14 Relaxes as relation 
moves slowly without one 
(10)

18 Old country fellow, 
back disguised as Viola 
(10)

20 Revolutionary leader 
regularly seen in Algeciras 
(4)

23 Revolutionary leader of 
vegetarians in disturbing 
Tao rite (8)

24 Spinner to cut back for 
revolutionary leader (3,3)

26 It gives a bit of a kick 
seeing traitors sent back 
covered in sludge (7)

27 Male lecturer I see 
devoted to pleasure (7)

28 A mother's 
revolutionary leader (5)

29 Revolutionary leader 
follows sloth with small 
dogs (9)

Down

1 Whale chewing a croc, 
perhaps what revolutionary 
leader is accused of 
fomenting (9)

2 Explosion in large Soviet 
provinces (7)

3 Coward spirit for the 
Spanish against former 
revolutionaries (6)

4 Rows as revolutionary 
leader replaces king in 
classic race (4)

5 Revolutionary leader 
heard to taunt Lineker's 
hair-loss? (9)

6 Satirises airhead 
parliamentarian wearing 
70s hippie gear (8)

7 Some think rum a 
handicap for revolutionary 
leader (7)

8 Commercial regulator in 
Holland getting nosy (5)

15 Cross-dresser round in 
the midst of a naked orgy 
for strong drink (4,5)

16 Section in Strategic Air 
Command confronting 
American revolutionary 
leader (9)

17 Drunkard's lost 

direction for smokers' 
necessities (8)

19 Waterfowl active -
about time to set sail 
(2,2,3)

21 Corrupt placemen 
without a shred of 
credibility select jurors (7)

22 Forested court finished 
without one (6)

23 Sailor character coming 
up to revolutionary leader 
for a dance (5)

25 Dear French 
revolutionary leaders (4)


